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ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes and evaluates existing portable
computer/human-interface (CHI) devices, and proposes an im-
proved data glove for keyboard independent touch-typing for
real-time interaction and data query. The reviewed devices
include portable standard-keyboard products, non-glove hand-
held or small desktop devices, and wearable glove-based de-
signs. Traditionally, these devices are implemented using var-
ious technologies including accelerometers, pressure sensors,
electric contacts, electronic textiles, and laser projection to en-
able input strategies based on standard touch-typing system us-
ing the QWERTY layout, key-chording, and similar techniques.
Ease of use, comfort, portability and high input rates are all
desirable characteristics of these devices. Exclusion or com-
promise of any one of these advantages can be considered a
disadvantage along with other undesirable technology and er-
gonomic issues. Although touting many advantages, none of
the reviewed devices were found to be without shortcomings.
The findings of this survey resulted in the prototyping of a
glove-based device that tries to incorporate the advantages and
eliminate the shortcomings found in the reviewed devices.

Keywords
Glove input, handheld keyboard, air typing, chording key-
board, wearable input, portable keyboard, keyboard indepen-
dent touch-typing.

INTRODUCTION
The first half of this paper provides a summary and analysis
of portable input devices for mobile computing platforms.
The survey classifies each product based on its design and
technology. Some devices simulate a keyboard in appearance,
but are made to be more portable. Other devices are non-glove
handhelds or desktop devices that use an alternative system
of key entry such as chording, for which a combination of
buttons represents a single character. The last design category
are glove-based systems which increase portability and user

mobility through enhanced wearing comfort. These designs are
implemented with various technologies including accelerom-
eters, pressure sensors, contacts, electronic textiles, and laser
projection.

For each design and technology there are advantages and
disadvantages. Ease of use, comfort, and portability are
all desirable characteristics of these devices. Exclusion or
compromise of any one of these advantages can be considered
a disadvantage along with other undesirable characteristics
such as inefficiency and inaccuracy. The findings of this survey
resulted in the prototyping of a glove-based device that tries
to incorporate the advantages and eliminate the shortcomings
found in the reviewed devices.

The second half of this paper discusses the latest design
of this proposed glove-based input device called the Keyboard
Independent Touch TYing (KITTY) device. This version of the
KITTY is made with contacts on two gloves and is wireless.
For ease of use, the key mapping for alphabetic character input
is analogous to a QWERTY keyboard so that a user may begin
typing without the need of a tutorial. Wireless input based on
Bluetooth technology leaves the user unconfined and unencum-
bered by wires. By using electrical contacts rather than sensors,
the accuracy and efficiency are increased given the tactile and
force feedback inherent in the sensitivity of the fingers and
the lack of accidental input seen in continuous-signal sensor
technologies. The use of contact-pair closure to generate
discrete signal input also allows continuous system readiness
without the need for an on/off button to avoid anomalies seen
as keystrokes. By basing the design and technology of the
present device on the advantages of each reviewed device, the
result is a product that is user friendly and productive.

Figure 1: Wireless KITTY Prototype
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MOTIVATION
With the trend towards portability seen in personal digital as-
sistants (PDAs), it becomes necessary to look towards portable
accessories that make the PDA and its successor, the wearable
computer, a more productive instrument. Since handwriting
recognition is flawed and alternative key inputs are slow and
inefficient, a multitude of input devices have been developed to
enhance portability, wearability/mobility and usage. A survey
of all devices in development and on the market have shown
that none of the existing systems has met all typical user needs.
The KITTY prototype attempts to deliver a key input device
that combines the advantages of existing data entry systems,
and meets the needs and requirements of all portable users.

INPUT DEVICE SURVEY
Standard Keyboard Style
Some portable input devices approximate the look and func-
tionality of a standard keyboard. These devices give the user
a strong sense of familiarity and therefore require no tutorial to
use them. While some of these keyboard style devices are made
to be worn, others require a desktop surface which limits their
portability and mobility during the course of data entry. Key-
boards that are worn may be more portable, but they allow only
single handed typing. In addition, to minimize the size of the
keyboard, some of these devices divide the keyboard in half; the
latter being referred to as “half-keyboards”.

Some examples of half-keyboards include the Half-QWERTY
keyboard by the Matias Corporation and the Key Segment by
Fujitsu. The Half-QWERTY and Key Segment are half key-
boards with two alpha characters assigned to one key.

Half-QWERTY Keyboard
The Half-QWERTY keyboard has been developed by Edgar
Matias of The Matias Corporation. It uses only one half of the
QWERTY keyboard. It is a one handed keyboard that can be
used on a standard QWERTY keyboard with modified software
or on a special half keyboard.

The Half-QWERTY uses the “space” key to toggle between two
letters represented by one key, slowing the typing speed with an
additional key press. The two letters assigned to the same key
are mirror images of each other on a standard keyboard whereby
the symmetry plane lies in between the key columns t-g-b and
y-h-n, e.g. letters “e” and “i” are represented by the same key.
This type of key reduction requires the user to get familiar with
a modified (one-handed) touch-typing methodology. The Half-
QWERTY can be used with wearable data collection units [5]
and is compatible with PC, Macintosh and various handhelds.

Key Segment by Fujitsu
The “Key Segment” is a tiny new input device, which works
with a palmtop computer. It is a high speed text input device
which uses “touch-typing” [2].

It has eighteen keys for “touch-typing” using a single hand.
Two alphabetic characters per key for twelve keys and one

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: (a) Half-QWERTY keyboard (Courtesy of Matias
Corporation), (b)Key Segment from Fujitsu (Courtesy of Fujitsu),

(c) Canesta projector made to fit in top of PDA

alphabetic character per key for the remaining two keys. The
actual assignment of each of the alphabetic characters to the
keys was done according to the frequency of appearance of
each alphabetic character in ordinary English text. The support
software applies an ambiguity resolution (the AR-key) logic,
word by word [2]. No selection operation is needed when a user
pushes a key for which two alphabetic characters are assigned.
When the AR-key is pushed, the ambiguity resolution logic
retrieves a set of words depending on the input string. The
AR-key is used again, for this selection process, for input
convenience.

According to the previous discussion, letter assignment to
keys does not follow the standard keyboard layout; accordingly
the user is required to learn an entire new way of alphabetic
data entry when using the Key Segment. The problem with the
described AR implementation is the lack of absolute reliability
when a key sequence may resolve into more than one word.
Like the Half-QWERTY keyboard, the Key Segment is meant
for single handed typing so that it can be worn or held in one
hand while the other types.

Canesta Keyboard
The Canesta Keyboard is a laser “pattern projector” that
projects a full-sized keyboard onto any flat surface. A sensor
near the projector sees finger typing motions on the keyboard
image and interprets them as keystrokes [11]. The projector
and sensor components are small enough to fit in a pen-sized
wand or to be mounted at the top of a PDA. The image provides
the user with visual feedback of each keystroke, but tactile feed-
back does not include the definition of each key. “Typing while
walking” with the Canesta Keyboard is not feasible, since it re-
quires a working surface on which to project the keyboard.

Non-Glove Handheld and Desktop
Most non-glove handhelds and small desktop devices use a
single-handed chording system for key entry, but some offer
a more unique way to input data. Non-glove handhelds are
key-based input devices controlled with either the fingers or
the thumb. Small desktop solutions also offer conventional
key input, but some use game-controller-style keys or pen-like
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Device Glove 
Based 

One- or 
Two-

Handed 

Type Wireless Purpose 

Half-
QWERTY 

No One Keyboard No Convenience, 
portability 

Key 
Segment 

No One Keyboard No High-speed 
input for 
mobile 
devices 

Canesta 
Keyboard 

No Both Keyboard Yes Mobile 
computing 

Table 1: Summary of Standard Keyboard Style Devices.

keystrokes. While a different system of key entry may help in
reducing the size of the device, many users may not feel that the
effort in learning a new system is worth the portability.

Handhelds include the Twiddler2 by Handykey Corporation and
the WearClam by Walterio Mayol.

Twiddler2 by Handykey Corporation

The Twiddler2 is a finite-volume handheld wearable chording
keyboard and mouse combo that can fit in the palm of a hand.

Here, a character is represented by a combination of keys or
chord. Twiddler2 chords are mapped to PS/2 make/break se-
quences, which can consist of a single keystroke or multiple
keystrokes. Key Maps can be programmed via the Interactive
Programming mode. For the mouse the Twiddler2 models use
the IBMTM Trackpoint with a button under the thumb [14].

WearClam by Walterio Mayol

The WearClam is a wearable keyer which works with a menu
interface designed to allow performance of manual tasks with-
out having to remove the WearClam. It carries an onboard mi-
croprocessor, on board re-programmable wired connection out-
put formats like TTL-RS232, PWM and FM [6]. It has 9 keys
and is thumb operated.

While the Twiddler2 is controlled with all five fingers, the
WearClam can be accessed by the thumb only. The WearClam
may therefore be less efficient than the Twiddler2, but continu-
ous wear of the WearClam is a notable advantage over the other
two. Since the hands are constantly switching tasks it can be-
come tedious, constantly picking up a handheld device and re-

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: (a) Twiddler2 (Courtesy of Handykey Corporation), (b)
Left hand version of the WearClam, (c) BAT Personal Keyboard

(Courtesy of Infogrip, Inc.)

aligning it for comfort.

Braille-based BAT
The BAT is a single-handed chording device that is based on the
Braille code and compatible with the BAT chorded keyboard.
The primary purpose is to cater to the needs of users that are
handicapped.

The BAT (manufactured by Infogrip, Inc.) is a seven key chord-
ing keyboard with one key per finger and three key positions for
the thumb. There is no need to move fingers from key to key,
nor are there any keystrokes that require positioning the hand
away from the home position [1]. The system requires at most
two chords per symbol. Each Braille cell pattern is assigned a
representation as a single chord on the BAT. A chord has a pat-
tern of keys that is a direct translation of the pattern of dots in
the corresponding Braille cell [1]. This system is similar to the
Twiddler2 except that it must set on a desktop, a limiting factor
to portability/mobility.

 
 

Device Glove 
Based 

One- or 
Two-

Handed 

Type Wireless Purpose 

Twiddler2 No One Chorded 
Keyboard 
and mouse 

No Wearable 
computer 

WearClam No One Keyer No To be worn 
while 

performing 
manual tasks 

Braille 
based BAT 

No One Chorded 
Keyboard 

No For users that 
are handicapped 

Table 2: Summary of Non-Glove Handheld and Desktop Devices.

Glove-Based
Here, glove designs include fully encasing gloves, finger rings,
and wrist mounted devices. Gloves have been developed
with many different technologies including contacts, pressure
sensors, fiber optics, resistive elements,phototransistors, arti-
ficial intelligence, accelerometers and gyroscopes. Methods
of typing utilize buttons or single contact keystrokes, chording
and air typing. While most of the surveyed products are
designed primarily for character data entry, some are used for
gaming and virtual environments.

Gloves with finger contacts include the Key-Glove by R.
Paul McCarty and the KeyGlove by wirejunkie.

Key-Glove / KeyGlove
The Key-Glove and KeyGlove use the same one-handed design
but with a different arrangements of the contacts. Both having
a large number of contacts with some placed in very awkward
(i.e., difficult to reach) positions. The Key-Glove, originally
designed by R. Paul McCarthy, acts like a standard keyboard
and is designed for one hand only. The glove maps the make
and break mechanism of the a standard QWERTY keyboard
onto the glove. The encoder used for the design originated
from the CompUSA 101 Key keyboard model #MKB931 [7].
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Figure 4: (a) KeyGlove by R. Paul McCarthy, (b) KeyGlove by
wirejunkie.com

The pinky finger has additional contacts for shift, alt and ctrl.

The KeyGlove, which has been designed by Melbourne
(Australia) based wirejunkie.com employs a keymap which
is slightly different from the Key-Glove designed by R. Paul
McCarty.

The Keyglove prototype uses “old keyboard” electronics with
a 16 x 8 grid encoder [10]. To facilitate the functionality of
the key-layout a software program was written, which installs
a global hook that grabs key presses and translates them appro-
priately.

Braille Chord Gloves

The Braille Chord Gloves use pressure sensing technology. The
Braille Chord Glove uses three pressure sensors at the fingertips
of a full glove. These sensors correspond to the dots in Braille
which is a chorded system. It requires a working surface to pro-
vide the opposing force to the finger sensors. The gloves are
connected to an embedded system that translates each chord
information into its corresponding character or number. Each

Figure 5: A Pair of Braille-Based Chord Gloves

glove has seven keys. Three keys at the fingertips of each glove
correspond to three dots in Braille, of which the number is ex-
actly the same sequence as in a Braille keyboard. Other three
keys perform the functions of pressing all three keys at the fin-
gertips altogether, space bar or the backspace bar, and carriage
return or enter, respectively. The other key at the little finger-
tip is reserved for future use. The gloves use polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) for the fingertip contacts. PVDF generates a
voltage of 1V to 5V when it is deformed by pressing a fingertip
on a hard surface [8]. The output is connected to an embedded
system, which can display the character or number on a LCD
and also has LEDs displaying five Braille cells.

CyberGlove

Hand gestures and air typing can be accomplished with bend
sensors. The CyberGlove by Immersion Corporation also
uses a resistive bend technology for virtual manipulation. The
CyberGlove is a fully instrumented glove that provides either
18 or 22 joint-angle measurements [15]. It uses proprietary
resistive bend-sensing technology to accurately transform hand
and finger motions into real-time digital joint-angle data. The
glove is used for animating hand movements and allows users
to manipulate graphical objects with their hands.

Figure 6: CyberGlove (Courtesy of Immersion Corporation)

All the gloves described in this section are full or nearly-
full gloves. A more modern design for virtual environment
interaction is offered by Essential Reality in a less confining
device, the P5 Glove. Here, the optical flexion detectors are
strips that run along the back of fingers to rings attached to
fingertips. Each sensor is tied to a unit mounted on the back of
the hand.

Figure 7: P5 Glove by Essential Reality, Inc.

P5 Gloves by Essential Reality, Inc.

The P5 glove provides users intuitive interaction with 3D and
virtual environments, such as games, websites and educational
software. It has been specifically designed to enhance the PC
game-playing experience. It has a mouse mode that is compat-
ible with any application. It has a receptor that uses Infrared
technology to track the glove. The receptor has a viewing an-
gle of 45 degrees side-to-side and top-to-bottom. The glove is
not wireless. It has a connector that plugs into the front of the
receptor, and the receptor in return plugs into the USB port.

The last type of gloves uses air-typing and implements several
different technologies, including phototransistors, artificial in-
telligence, accelerometers and gyroscopes.
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Lightglove
The Lightglove is not a glove at all, but is an innovative, wrist-
mounted device that uses infrared LED’s and phototransistors
to sense finger motion in an “air typing” action. A keystroke
is activated when the user’s fingers obstruct the LED array, but
any obstruction can also be seen as a keystroke. Care must be
taken not to relax the fingers into the LED array unintention-
ally. The user’s fingers act as reflectors that interrupt the optical
plane created by sequential columns of light sources emitting
below the palm of the hand [17]. This device has the advantage
of leaving the hands free for better comfort. In order to verify a

Figure 8: Keyboard image for Lightglove

proper keystroke, a keyboard image is superimposed on the host
application. Once the appropriate key is highlighted, the user
must voice acceptance of the keystroke. Verifying the keystroke
decreases input anomalies, but as with any sound recognition,
may have difficulties in noisy environments. It would also cre-
ate disturbances in quiet environments. The Lightglove lacks
tactile feedback to confirm proper key position resulting in de-
creased input speeds as the user adjusts for proper finger posi-
tioning.

Virtual Keyboard by Senseboard Inc.
The Virtual Keyboard (VK) by Senseboard consists of two
small padded devices that slip over the midsections of the
users hands which sense the muscle movements of the users
hands/fingers. The combination of sensors and artificial intelli-
gence interprets a keystroke input when it senses a finger press-
ing on a surface [18]. The device is small and easy to slip on
and off the hands.

Figure 9: (a) Senseboard 2001 prototype, (b) Senseboard current
design (Courtesy of Senseboard)

The gloveless design allows the fit to be independent of fin-
ger length. The current model is wireless and works for any
Bluetooth device including PDAs, smartphones, and wearable

computers. A pause function is available to eliminate erroneous
input from other hand movements besides typing. Its depen-
dence upon the user to provide accuracy of fine muscle control
as well as the separation of non-typing motion from typing mo-
tion lends to inaccurate input. Proper use of this device requires
users to type in a consistent manner from a well preserved refer-
ence position. Prior to use, the systems requires a fifteen minute
calibration.

Acceleration-Sensing Glove and FingeRing
The Acceleration-Sensing Glove (ASG) and the FingeRing use
accelerometers to measure finger motion.

The ASG is built with accelerometers that recognize hand ges-
tures as mouse signals. A sensor on the back of the hand moves
the pointer of the mouse. Sensors on the fingertips act as mouse
buttons [9]. As with any continuous signal from an accelerom-
eter, unintentional gestures can lead to inaccurate input.

The FingeRing uses rings on all five fingers to detect the typ-
ing action of the fingers, it does not attempt to measure indi-
vidual keystrokes but uses the chording system. Keystrokes
are read when the fingers touch a grounded surface while the
body is grounded, relying on the conductivity of the human
body for signal communication. Transceivers are mounted in
the rings while a receiver is mounted on the wrist [3]. While

Figure 10: (a) Prototype of ASG (Courtesy of Seth Hollar), (b)
Wireless prototype of FingeRing

the employed chording system may decrease approximation er-
rors, the device is still subject to the problems of air-typing and
the learning requirements associated with chording. The lack
of a fully enclosed glove makes the device more comfortable
to wear, however, indiscrete readings lead to anomalies from
random finger movements.

SCURRY by Samsung
The final surveyed product is the Scurry developed by Sam-
sung Institute of Technology (SAIT). The original design im-
plemented accelerometers, but now uses gyroscopes to recog-
nize hand gestures [4]. It can be used for virtual environments
and employs air-typing (or typing on a solid reference surface).
Its comfortable design has rings on four fingers with an elec-
tronic unit mounted on the back of the hand and wrist. Finger
rings allow the user to perform other manual tasks as long as the
device is turned off. Despite its streamlined design, using the
air-typing system based on continuous-signal processing tech-
nology leaves data-input recognition open to many inaccuracies
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Figure 11: (a) Prototype of less cumbersome Scurry, (b) First
version of the Scurry as seen at Comdex 2001, (c) One version of

the Scurry shown at CeBit 2003

from unintentional gestures, non-consistent hand/finger motion
and deviation from the required reference position. The first
prototype of the Scurry is not wireless but the newer version is
wireless.

In order to circumvent inaccuracies, SAIT is currently testing
the SCURRY in keyboard mode by displaying a keyboard on
the screen together with the host application. This allows the
user to re-orient his fingers on the virtual keyboard during data
entry. The similar approach has already been employed earlier
by Howard for the Lightglove (Figure 8). As described earlier,
the use of a keyboard display together with a particular soft-
ware application can increase typing accuracy, but leads to a
significant decrease in typing speeds as the user re-adjusts the
finger and hand position based on the information provided by
the keyboard display.

 
 

Devices Glove 
Based 

One- or 
Two-

Handed 

Type Wireless Purpose 

KeyGlove/ 
Key-Glove  

Yes One Mapped 
Keyboard 

No One 
handed 
input 

Braille 
based gloves 

Yes Two Chorded 
Keyboard 

No For 
visually 
impaired 
people 

CyberGlove Yes Both Joint-Angle 
Data 

No 3D-
Interaction 

P5 glove Yes Both Bend Sensor, 
Remote 
Optical-
Tracking 

No Enhance 
the PC 
game-

playing 
experience 

Lightglove No Both Optical 
reflectance 

Yes Virtual 
keyboard 

and mouse 
Senseboard Yes Two Muscle sensor 

and artificial 
intelligence 

Yes For 
handheld 

and 
wearable 

computers 
ASG Yes One Accelerometers No Wearable 

mouse 
FingeRing Yes One Accelerometers 

using chord 
method 

Yes Mobile 
wearable 

computing 
Scurry Yes Unknown Gyroscopic Yes Mobile 

wearable 
computing 

Table 3: Summary of Glove-Based Devices.

KITTY WIRELESS PROTOTYPE
The wireless design in this KITTY prototype gives the touch
typist the familiarity of a QWERTY keyboard and the comfort
of finger rings that do not interfere with other manual tasks.
The thumb to finger contacts are easy to use and have force and
tactile feedback for improved accuracy and efficiency. It is ex-
tremely portable, allowing input even while the user is walking.

Key-Map Wireless Interface
Table 4 illustrates an alternate keyboard mapping based on
six thumb contacts (T1-T6) and eight finger contacts (LP, LR,
LM1-LM3, LI1-LI3) placed on the pinky, ring, middle and in-
dex fingers as shown in Figure 12. Contact T1, T2, and T3
are placed on the pad of the thumb, while T4, T5, and T6 are
on the back of the thumb. Finger-contacts represent rows and
thumb-contacts represent rows on a standard keyboard.

Figure 12: Finger contacts for wireless KITTY implementation.

Figure 13: Keyboard to glove mapping of wireless KITTY
implementation.

Key Mapping
According to the alphanumeric mapping summarized in Table 4
and illustrated in Figure 13 each finger contact is linked to the
column of characters it would press on a keyboard using touch-
typing. The three thumb pad contacts (T1-T3) match the three
letter rows on a normal keyboard. The contact at the tip of the
thumb, T1, corresponds to the top row of the keyboard, T2 to
the base row, and T3 to the bottom row. Using the left middle
finger as an example, LM1 would yield “e” when touched to
T1, “d” when touched to T2, and “c” when touched to T3.
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LP LR LM1 LI1 LI2/RI2 LI3/RI3 LM2/RM2 LM3/RM3 RI1 RM1 RR RP
T1 Q W E R Space Del Shift Return U I O P
T2 A S D F Lt Arw Rt Arw Caps Lk Up Arw J K L ” ′

T3 Z X C V Alt Ctrl Esc Dn Arw M < , > . ? /
T4 4 1 T Y 6 9
T3 5 2 G H 7 0
T4 3 B N 8

Table 4: The KITTY keyboard to hand mapping based on six contacts per thumb (T1-T6) and eight additional finger contacts for the left
(L) and right hand (R).

Since the index finger types an additional column on the key-
board, an extra set of three contacts placed on the back of the
thumb allow continuation of this column. For example the
index finger, LI1, yields “t” when touched to T4, “g” when
touched to T5, and “b” when touched to T6. Numeric input is
also provided by T4-T6. Looking at the left hand, LM1 touched
to T4, T5, and T6 correspondingly yields “1”, “2”, and “3”. LR
touched to T4 and T4 give “4” and “5”.

In this key-map, each index finger and middle finger has two
more contacts on the side of the finger spaced above and below
the top knuckle. These contacts coincide with key operations
as opposed to key characters. The left-handed version matches
the right-handed version of these side contacts. For example,
T1 to LI2/RI2 yields a space, T1 to LI3/RI3 is delete, T1 to
LM2/RM2 is shift, and T1 to LM3/RM3 is return.

Keyboard Encoder

A 8x16 matrix is keyboard encoder is used even though some
of the matrix is not used; the larger matrix allows future func-
tionality for additional keys such as macro keys. The smallest
possible platform and low power consumption are other factors
in deciding which keyboard encoder to use. A small platform
is necessary to keep the wearable device unobtrusive and com-
fortable to wear for the user. Since power would be supplied
by batteries, it is important that power consumption be mini-
mized for longer battery life. For the above reasons, the Mo-
tion Encoder ME1001A keyboard encoder was selected for the
wireless KITTY interface. For prototyping, an SSOP to DIP
converter attached to the encoder allows easy access to the pins.

Thumb contacts are wired to the row pins of the encoder, while
the finger contacts connect to the column pins. The encoder
transmits a single keystroke as a TTL serial signal at 2400 bps
with no parity, 8 data bits and 2 stop bits. A hexadecimal num-
ber from 0x00 to 0x7f (decimal 0 to 127) indicates which key on
the matrix was selected. This number is transmitted as part of a
byte and occupies bit positions 0 to 6. The seventh bit indicates
the key state of key down or up. The recommended 6MHz res-
onator is attached to the encoder. Other additional components
that must normally be added to other encoders, such as pull up
resistors, are internal to this encoder and helps keep the size of
the device as small as possible.

Wireless Signal Transmission

The KITTY interface was created with portability and conve-
nience in mind. Accordingly, it was our goal to add wireless
signal transmission capabilities to a second generation KITTY
interface providing data-input via gloves which are physically
disconnected of the computing device itself. From the wide
range of wireless technologies available, Bluetooth technology
has been used. Bluetooth wireless technology is being used
extensively in wireless and portable devices like cell phones
and PDA’s, and has become a wireless standard. It provides
plug and play type connectivity between any two or more
Bluetooth devices. One of the goals behind the ongoing
development of KITTY is to provide an input device that could
work with PC’s, PDA’s, Pocket PC’s and any other device that
requires alphanumerical input. Hence the use of Bluetooth
wireless technology was appropriate for this application.

Within the new wireless KITTY data-entry system, the serial
output of the encoder is fed into a Bluetooth RS232/UART
DCE Terminal that is configured to communicate serially
with the encoder. For this prototype the Wireless Futures
BlueWAVE RS232 PCB DCE Terminal is used that connects
to a generic Bluetooth USB dongle/adapter that supports the
Bluetooth serial port profile. This DCE terminal was chosen
for sake of programmability, low power consumption and its
size. The prototype has been developed for a Windows 9x
and Windows NT platform. The adapter used in this case
is the D-Link DBT-120 Bluetooth USB adapter. It does not
require any external power supply, but receives all necessary
power from the USB port. The DCE terminal requires a supply
voltage that is between 3.3V to 9V DC, which is accomplished
by using four AA Ni-MH rechargeable batteries that provide
1900mAh each and a total potential difference of 5.2V. The
terminal’s average current consumption is 1.8mA when it is in
the idle mode and 60.9mA while it is transferring data.

The DCE terminal measures about 40mm x 30mm x 5mm,
and the antenna extends about an inch over that. The voltage
is applied across pin 1 and pin 12 of the DCE terminal
with pin 1 connected to the positive terminal and pin 12
connected to the negative terminal of the 5.2V battery pack.
The serial data is connected to the TxD pin, which is pin
8 of the DCE terminal. Pins 9 and 10 are connected to
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each other in order to disable any hardware flow control.
The serial data signal and the voltage supply are connected
to the DCE terminal using a 0.05” (1.27mm) pitch ribbon cable.

Both the adapter and the DCE terminal conform to the
Bluetooth v1.1 standard. When power is switched on for the
DCE terminal it will become “discoverable” by other Bluetooth
devices. Since it is a DCE terminal it can only be used as a
slave module. The Bluetooth serial port profile creates a virtual
COM port on the PC, which is used for connecting the two
devices. The virtual COM port is similar to a physical COM
port, but instead of having a wire for transferring the data, the
data is transferred wirelessly. The serial data from the encoder
is received by the terminal and is transmitted to the adapter.
The virtual COM port is also configured to the same setting as
the encoder and the terminal. Then a software driver decodes
the data received and produces the appropriate keystroke.
The information is transmitted at 2400MHz to 2483.5MHz
frequency, as specified by the Bluetooth standard. The driver
is responsible for configuring the virtual Com port, waiting
for the data, decoding the data and producing the appropriate
character using the keybdevent() system call.

CONCLUSION
As can be seen from the survey, there have been many portable
CHI devices developed for computer input. Some of these de-
vices use simple contacts and pressure sensors while others em-
ploy more innovative technology such as accelerometers, elec-
tronic textiles, optic fibers, gyroscopes, and laser projection.
Although these last five implementations offer fascinating pos-
sibilities, their continuous signal can have undesirable conse-
quences. Continuous signal devices are open to inaccuracies
from unintended finger gestures or other such anomalies. Other
devices that need working surfaces, such as those that use pres-
sure sensors, limit the portability of the device to stationary use
alone. Contacts seem less impressive a design in their simplic-
ity but offer speed and accuracy with a discrete signal input that
is continuously ready. In addition to technology implementa-
tions, different systems of key layout such as chording offer
smaller designs, but they require the average user to learn a new
touch typing technique.

The wireless KITTY prototype attempts to create a simple and
easy to use design that is highly portable. The use of contacts
fitted to a QWERTY layout gives the typical touch typist a fa-
miliar typing environment for easy transition. The choice of
Bluetooth for the wireless implementation employs the latest
technology for cross platform needs. While the current proto-
type uses a full glove, other contact mountings such as rings
and thimble-like fittings are still under investigation for future
improvements to the prototype.
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